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MONTHLY MEETINGS ARE HELD AT:
1. St Joseph’s Church Hall, Bugle Street, Southampton, SO14 2AH:
evening meetings on the first and third Tuesday, 7.00 for 7.15pm.
2. Hanover Housing Association Community Room, on the corner
of Winchester Road and Hillside Close, Chandler’s Ford, SO53
2GL: afternoon meetings on the second Thursday, 1.45 for 2.00pm.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY:
JANUARY :
8th - Members Letter ‘T’.
10th - Afternoon Meeting - Chandlers Ford.
22nd - Auction.
PANDA FAIRS:
20th - Portsmouth Comm. Centre Wootton St Cosham PO6 3AP.
FEBRUARY:
5th - India - Speaker - Neville Carr.
14th - Afternoon Meeting - Chandlers Ford.
19th - Member’s Competition Evening & Bourse.
PANDA FAIRS:

9th - Salisbury United Reform Church Fisherton St. SP2 7RG.
23rd - Southampton Methodist Hall St James Rd Shirley SO15 5HE .
MARCH:
5th - Postal History of Malta in WW1 - Roger Crew.
14th - Afternoon Meeting - Chandlers Ford.
19th - Auction.
PANDA FAIRS:
2nd - Bournemouth Annunciation Hall Charminster Rd BH8 9RW.

THE LADIES DISPLAY AT THE SEPTEMBER 2018
CHANDLER’S FORD AFTERNOON MEETING...
The Chandler’s Ford convenor, Mike Vokes, opened the meeting which
was attended by about 25 members. This is an annual event when the ladies
take over.
The first display was by Judith Webb who showed stamps depicting
‘Aircraft of the RAF’ to celebrate the centenary of the Royal Air Force
which was formed in 1918.
Beverley King displayed a large collection of New Zealand lighthouses.
Bev knew her subject well and gave us an extensive tour of New Zealand
and each lighthouse was well written-up.
Mozart was Cathy Bruce’s subject. Her collection of Mozart stamp runs
to several 100s but she confined herself to the earlier issues, some of which
are extremely rare. Her knowledge of the composer and his music was
extensive and provided many interesting and unusual facts.
Pauline Gittoes surprised everyone by showing Saffron Walden where
she was born and brought up. Her display was of post cards showing the
centre of the town and the house where she lived - this is still occupied by
the family. In addition there were other items related to the town and
Pauline made it clear that she was an ‘Essex Girl’ and proud of it.
The stamps of the Polish Government in exile issued during the Second
World War were the subject of Sue Lambert’s most interesting display. In
addition to the well known issue, there were other stamps shown which are
now quite difficult to find. To conclude, there were several unusual covers
from Poland to England sent in the immediate post war period.
A fine display of regimental badges of the British Army was presented by
Lorraine Simms. These were of particular interest to Lorraine in view of
her military background and connections. She concluded with three sheets
of stamps depicting Hands – an unusual and surprise display.
John Berridge...

APRIL:
2nd April - Aspects of Finnish Postal History - Mike Elliott
11th - Afternoon Meeting - Chandlers Ford.
16th - AGM & Queries & Acquisitions.
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PRINCIPAL OFFICERS OF THE
SOUTHAMPTON & DISTRICT PHILATELIC SOCIETY...
President: Julian Jones.
Chairman: Mel Bradshaw (80785785)
Secretary: Vacant Position as of 2018 AGM.
Packet Manager: Jack Hindson (80266431)

Treasurer: Mike Watts (02380 454131)
PRO: Vacant Position as of 2018 AGM.
Auctioneer: Mel Bradshaw (80785785)
Membership: Mike Vokes (80262551)
Competitions: Kevin Chard (01489 574834)
Programme Secretary : Kevin Chard (01489 574834)
Postmark Editor: Steve Gerrard (80433820)
(Email : stevesstamps@hotmail.co.uk)
Websites: Southampton & District P S – www.southamptondps.org.uk/
Hampshire Philatelic Federation – www.hantsfederation.org.uk

CHAIRMAN'S NOTES DECEMBER 2018...
Welcome to this December issue of Postmark. A year ago I mentioned
the changes being made to the printing of Postmark, especially getting the
magazine professionally printed. This was funded, in part, from the Rodney
Baker bequest. This source will be used up during 2019, but it is our
intention to continue printing Postmark and the Auction Catalogues
professionally. The improvement in the quality of production of each is very
evident and, following the ‘demise’ of the Society’s printer, which is not to
be replaced, we will continue to use a commercial company. By the way,
please do read and use Postmark. Recently a comment was made about a
display ‘if we had known it contained Postcards we would have come’. In
fact each issue of Postmark contains information about forthcoming
speakers and their displays and, on this occasion, there was clear mention
that the display contained both stamps and postcards.
22
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Some of you will remember my references to the famous ‘inverted
Jenny’ USA airmail stamp. In June two examples were sold at Siegel’s
Auction of Rarities. Both originated from the collection of the late
Kenneth E Daugherty. The first to come under the hammer had been
estimated at $450,000, but eventually realised $270,000. The second
stamp raised $210,000. In each case 18% buyer’s premium was added
to both lots. On this basis, we do well to sell so much material at ‘close
to or above estimate’ in our humbler auctions.
The new ‘Members’ Competition’ held in March this year resulted in
some very encouraging involvement from a wider range of members
than those who usually enter the later ‘Society Competition’. This will
be an annual event, so if you want to try your hand and enter start
planning now and look for guidance elsewhere in this issue of Postmark.
Your committee is currently discussing how we adapt in the future.
The attendance at each of the three meetings in most months, whatever
format, has held up well—and our discussions do not centre on change
for change sake. The problem the Society has is that there are too few
members who are willing or able to take on an active role, including being a committee member. We have survived because most committee
members take on 2 or more roles. There is no official secretary at
present; volunteers have helped by taking minutes of members and
committee meetings. This ‘ad hoc’ arrangement is unsatisfactory. As the
number of active committee members decreases, inevitably fewer
activities can be organised—we cannot ask a committee of 50% fewer
to do everything that was done 10 years ago. Something has to give and
it must not be the health of any of the active volunteers. One recent
comment was about the lack of planned coach trips. To organise a coach
is a time-consuming process and, in the past, with too little reward.
Having booked a coach, the number signing up to go was low so a
smaller coach had to be used, this meant that the subsidy by the Society
was larger than planned. Owing to experiences in recent times no one
currently is willing to organise a coach trip. One possible compromise is
that if anyone is planning to drive to a fair (such as Swinpex or Midpex)
they could advertise the fact at meetings or via Postmark and see
whether any members would wish to join them and contribute to petrol
costs. We will continue our discussions, which are at an early stage—
and very open-ended at present—but we will ask those who attend the
AGM to contribute their thoughts. We want to maintain a vibrant and
active Society—the question is how best do we achieve this?
The clocks have gone back; evenings arrive earlier and are darker, so
4

HAMPEX SEPTEMBER 2018….
Hampex was held on Saturday, September 29th at Wickham Community
Centre from 10.00am.-4.30pm. The £1 entrance fee was very good value
for an event which included an exhibition of competition entries,
presentation of trophies and meetings of various societies. As usual, despite
some empty tables, there were about 20 dealers to take your money.
Attendance was a little down on previous years, partly because of traffic
problems related to the M27 closure for bridge demolition and Bob Betts’
auction taking place on the same day in Southampton. However, many
dealers reported that they had had a good day, with takings not very
different from recent years. It was good that so many members from SDPS
put in an appearance.
Our PRO, Eddie Mays, produced a range updated of display material to
promote the Society. Many members helped at some time at the table - our
sincere thanks to you all. The Society’s table was in the main hall again.
We talked to a number of interested individuals, added a few new names to
our postal auction bidder list and distributed catalogues for our October
auction.
Competition exhibits again demonstrated a very high quality, covering a
wide range of topics. The society thanks its members who entered
competition displays: John Dorrington (New Zealand Airmail-the Wartime
years 1939-1946, Mike Batty (Bishop’s Waltham: Victorian Printed Postal
Stationery), John Berridge (The stamps of Northern Rhodesia and Early
cancellations of Mauritius), Julian Jones (Rates of postage from the USA to
UK effective 1939 to end 1975) and Brian Hague (Faroe Islands-The
provisional Issues and Red Cross letter forms to and from the Faroe Islands
during WWII). This year the Howard White Inter-Society Trophy was
awarded to Basingstoke Society for displays of Great Britain-The Wilding
Castles of 1955-1969 (R Owen) and The Origin and Evolution of Parrots
(H Lawn). Congratulations to Julian Jones, who was awarded the Jan
Kaluski Trophy (best 32 sheet exhibit in the show) and the Postal History
Salver, to Brian Hague, who received the Hampshire Sixteen Cup and to
John Berridge, who was awarded the Hampshire Hog President’s Trophy.
Mel Bradshaw...
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member of the Malta Study Circle, the world-wide group of like-minded
Philatelists, for around 25 years having been introduced to that area of
collecting by his father who left one simple album of Maltese stamps
and covers to him in 1986. Having extended the variety of collecting
areas to cover all aspects of Maltese philately, it is not easy to relate that
to the size of Rogers collection today, but his patient wife may readily
comment on that!
Roger will be showing Maltese Postal History covering the First
World War period to illustrate what a rich and the diverse range of
collecting areas are open to the specialist reflecting the history of the
island during that period despite the Island of Malta being only two
thirds the size of the Isle of Wight. Having previously shown a taster of
his collection of Prisoner Of War mail from Malta, which is his
particular specialism, including material from a collection of mail to or
from over 150 different prisoners, you may expect a significant display
to be included extending the period to the immediate post war years.
19th March – Auction, no further comment required!
Plenty to look forward to plus some activities for long winter nights
getting ready for letter T, preparing your members competition entry
and getting out items to see.
Kevin Chard Programme Secretary…
DATA PROTECTION AND OUR PRIVACY…
Anyone that was awake during 2018 will have heard talk of the
GDPR, new data protection laws, introduced in May 2018. The Society
takes the security and privacy of the very limited data we hold seriously
and has considered the various aspects of the legislation and created a
privacy policy that can be found on the website on the membership
page.
This document explains what information we hold, what we do with
it and how we look after it. If you have any questions or concerns,
please ask any committee member. Hard copy versions of the policy
are similarly available on request.
Kevin Chard Vice Chair...
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I hope that you now find time to: enhance your collection, whether by
purchases or improving its presentation, complete booklets for the Society
Packet or produce auction lots. In conclusion, the officers and committee
members of the Society would like to wish you all a very happy Christmas
and successful, healthy new year.
Mel Bradshaw (Chairman)…

AUCTION DECEMBER 2018 REPORT...
The society conducted 4 successful auctions during 2018 and a summary
of the outcomes of the first three is shown below.
MONTH LOTS
January
435
March
501
June
454

LOTS SOLD
208
255
184

% SOLD
47.8
50.1
40.5

TOTAL SALES
£2279.50
£3869.00
£2366.60

At the time of completion of this report, final figures for the Grand
Auction are not available. It can be reported that the total sales at this
auction were in excess of £10000. This is an exceptional figure, being the
second highest ever recorded. However, part of an ongoing trend, fewer than
45% of lots were sold, the high hammer price being due to a number of high
value collections and boxes that sold well.
The continued practice of having our Grand Auction the week after
Hampex and in the same hall used by Bob Betts continues to pay dividends.
This year we hired ‘2 men with a van’ to move lots from to and from the
auction venue. This was money well spent—we are getting too old to do lots
of lifting and the result was a much quicker process. My thanks to everyone
who assisted before and on the day, but particular thanks must go to Dave
and Cora Edwards who stepped in again to manage the refreshment service
very well indeed.
The catalogue for the next auction, to be held on Tuesday, January 22nd
2019, is enclosed with this issue of Postmark. This is another full auction
featuring new material and some items relotted from previous auctions,
especially from October—chance of a real bargain. Enclosed in with
Postmark is the detailed meetings schedule for 2019, which includes all
auction dates.
Owing to my planned holiday in February (another!), vendors with
material for the March auction should submit details of lots as early as
5

possible, and certainly no later than Tuesday, February 5th. The actual
lots should be given to me no later than Tuesday, March 5th. If you
wish, you may reserve spaces for lots in this, and subsequent, auctions
by letting me know approximately how many lots you wish to submit.
This will help planning as we are limiting the number of lots to
approximately 400 for evening auctions and 900-1000 for the grand
afternoon auction in October. At every auction, priority is given to
members or material from deceased members' estates, but even then
there can be too much material to include in the next planned auction.
At a recent committee meeting auction commission rates were
discussed following an increase in the year’s auction running costs
(postage, professional printing and hiring ‘man and van’). It was
decided to hold commissions to 5% for Charity items, 10% for
members’ material (including families selling a past member’s
collection), but to increase the commission rate for non-members to
15% of the hammer price.
For those considering selling material it is worth considering what
sells well and what is often difficult to move. Good quality
Commonwealth material, including collections, usually sells well if
realistically priced (although Australia, Canada and South Africa often
do not sell quickly), good quality GB from Queen Victoria to early
Queen Elizabeth II sell, but modern covers and mint decimal stamps
(except at about 50% face for postage) are hard to move. Foreign items
sell least well, but again particular good quality sets and, sometimes,
collection are bought, but it varies from country to country. Collectors
are always on the lookout for good quality accessories albums,
stockbooks and catalogues). Mixed lots (‘Glory Boxes’) are popular,
but kiloware is much less popular, unless featuring a good range of
used, modern issues, which so rare to come by. Finally for stamps from
George VI in particular there is a premium for unmounted mint stamps,
so please make sure descriptions are accurate.
Vendors' lists can be given to me at society meetings or sent by post to:
Mel Bradshaw, 185 Wilton Road, Upper Shirley, Southampton,
Hampshire, SO15 5HY
OR by e-mail to: melbradshaw44@gmail.com
If there are any queries please ring me on 023 8078 5785 or 07973
696291.
Mel Bradshaw (Auction Manager)...
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FIRST QUARTER PROGRAMME...
In the look forward to each quarter’s Tuesday evening programme I will
this year be including the third Tuesday meetings and will also highlight
(where I can) the type of material visiting speakers are showing.
The first two visiting speakers (February and March) are a follow-up to
the successful visit of the Vectis PS in 2018, with two of their members
returning to give full evening displays.
January...
With the first Tuesday falling on the 1st, the programme runs on the
second and fourth Tuesdays in 2019. Another change is that we have
balanced the programme for the year between formal speakers and member
events by making the 8th January meeting an opportunity to present material
from their collections with the theme of the letter T.
The 22nd January meeting is an Auction.
February...
5th February – Neville Carr – India
Neville is an Islander and spent his working life of 32 years as a police
officer with the Hampshire Constabulary serving three spells in
Southampton – (Shirley and twice at Southampton Central) before retiring
for the first time back on the Island in charge of Sandown, Shanklin and
Ventnor. As a life time hobby he was fascinated by the Romans and when
he retired he became the Curator of Brading Roman Villa here on the Island
from 1993 to 2006. He is now the President of the Friends of Brading
Roman Villa.
The India he will be displaying will be a direct follow on from my
previous short display and will comprise stamps, covers, postal history,
Royal visits etc. from the Queen Victoria, Edward V11, George V and
hopefully George V1 periods.
19th February – Members Competition & Bourse
The Members Competition is covered in a separate article in this
magazine. It would be good to see more activity and contributions to the
Bourse element – an opportunity to clear unwanted material and pick up a
bargain or two.
March...
5th March – Roger Crew – Postal History of Malta in WW1
Roger is Vice President of the Vectis Philatelic Society having recently
completed a term of Office as President. He has been a member of that
society for around three decades. Roger is a retired Prison Governor who
spent over 30 years" inside" a variety of establishments. Roger has been a
19

were examples of postcards from Elizabeth I to Meghan Markle.
COLIN BAILEY, speaking for himself, gave an entertaining talk
about his research into his Uncle Frank who had served and survived the
whole of World War I. The display featured many examples of
postcards sent to the family members, some with censorship marks. As a
result of his investigations it had become apparent that the girls in his
family were always known by their first names and the sons by their
second forenames. From the postmarks on the postcards it had been
possible to trace, to a certain extent, Uncle Frank’s army career but as of
1919 he still appeared to be in service, no trace of his demob.

SOUTHAMPTON & DISTRICT PHILATELIC
SOCIETY…
Annual Lunch Sunday May 19th 2019…

Lunch this year will once again be held at Dibden Golf Club on
Sunday 19th May, the format will be similar to previous years in that
visitors would be expected to arrive at around 12.30 at which time
suitable refreshments will be available. Lunch will be served at 13.00.
There will be a three selection choice for each of the three courses
together with a vegetarian option, which will be followed by coffee and
mints with a choice of red or white wine at the table. The cost of this
event will be £25.00 per individual inclusive of staff gratuity, this
payment being split into two parts i.e. a deposit of £10.00 per person
payable by February 19th with the balance due by April 11th. If you are
interested in attending this could you ensure that you enter your details
to the listing which will be available through Jim Rankin at the next
meetings.
Jim Rankin...
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PRAGUE REVISITED...
2008 I joined a group from the Southampton Philatelic Society who visited
the Stamp Exhibition in Prague. The trip was organised and led by John
Berridge and was a great success. We had a very enjoyable few days there
and I always had a desire to return.
My chance came In September 2018 when another International Stamp
Exhibition was held in the city. Cora and I flew from Southend Airport and
we arrived in Prague on a sunny afternoon.
This time the event was organised differently with the dealers hall at one
venue and the competitions and displays at another. There were also two
other events held at separate venues.
In the dealers hall there were several stands set up by various Postal
Authorities. The Czech stand was particularly busy and I purchased a
miniature sheet showing the Charles Bridge as a
souvenir.
Another miniature sheet that caught my eye was
that of a vintage car with the door and open and
some weapons shown. This related to the
assassination of the
Nazi
Officer
Reinhard Heydrich
by
two
Czech
resistance fighters
during the Second
World War. The two
men, Gabcik and
Kubis, had been
trained by the SOE
in England. After
their mission they
hid, with five others, in the crypt of St. Cyril
and Methodius church. They were discovered
and a fierce firefight took place. None of the
resistance fighters survived.
Cora and I visited the church where a
small and very interesting museum has been
set up and in the crypt the busts of the
fighters are on display. Bullet holes can still
be seen in the walls.
7

We had plenty of time for
sightseeing
and
visited
Wenceslas Square. In 2008 our
group had joined a walking tour
here and our guide had
explained how the 'Velvet
Revolution' in 1989 had led to
the
communist
party
relinquishing power after 50
years in control. Today
Wenceslas Square is full of
expensive shops. We also watched the changing of the guard at
Prague Castle as our group had in 2008. There are many beautiful
buildings in the city and lots of interesting places to visit. However no
visit is complete unless one walks across the famous Charles Bridge.
Cora and I decided to return to the Charles Bridge on our last evening
just as it was getting dark. The old fashioned street lights had been
switched on and on both sides of the river various buildings had been
illuminated by floodlights. It was a fairy tale scene and happy crowds of
excited tourists and children surged back and forth. Prague revisited had
not disappointed.
Dave Edwards…

the Islands in 1941. In fact in 1940 a mail ship between Iceland and the
Faroes was recalled and the postal service was cancelled. Various British
regiments were stationed in the Faroes during this period. The largest
contingent was the Pioneer Corps who were charged with building an
airfield.
Put simply the Faroese postal system was now being administered by the
British using Danish stamps. Again a shortage of these was overcome by
overprinting them as required. Civilian mail was very difficult and
censorship was intermittent. Brian’s display included examples of the Red
Cross forms that were used, in particular, one from a Faroe lady to her son
in Germany. The airfield was completed and then handed over to the Faroe
government in 1944. It was used by the national airline, Atlantic Airways
and it is still the only airport in the Faroes.
18th September 2018… VISIT of the POSTCARD CLUB...

Steve Gerrard
(Archivist, Curator & Postmark Editor… Phew!!!!!)...

POSTCARD CLUB PRESENTATIONS:
Introducing the presentations Colin Bailey said that they would
recognise all the speakers as they were also members of this society and so
without further ado:
ALAN LEONARD gave a short talk based on his display of postcards
with numbers as their theme. These were mainly from the 1930’s period
and were produced by various publishers. Amongst the exhibits were four
that were in the shape of the number. Alan had not seen any of these
postally used, but they were valid for sending in the postal system of the
day. Posed figures were often incorporated into the illustrations.
TONY HYDE displayed a series of postcards featuring little boys and
girls, particularly those that could be associated with the letters “D”, “E” &
“F”. They included examples from both the pens of Lucy Atwell and
Donald McGill. The Girl’s postcards tended to emphasise their prettiness
whilst the boys’ postcards were on the theme of “You naughty boy”
STEVE GERRARD had selected a number of “seaside” postcards
featuring officers of the law (Coppers). The themes varied and included
drunks, pretty girls, burglars, pretty girls, cars and more pretty girls. Many
of the captions could nowadays be considered borderline (but were
absolutely standard in the 1950’s – Ed. Note)
DAVE EDWARDS, was unable to attend, but asked Colin to show his
entry on his behalf. The theme was “Ladies of the Royal Family” and there

8
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SOCIETY DATABASES UPDATE…
I am happy to update members that I hope the following Databases
will be available on the Society Web site in the new year and they are:
Society Archives Index.
Society Postmark Index.
Society Postal History Collection Index.

I still need to tweak some of these but hopefully they will be useful
tools for research to all members and also external researchers.

SPEAKERS CORNER…
4th September 2018…
“ENGRAVER CZESLAW SLANIA”… Brian Hague...
Brian responded by modestly saying that he wouldn’t consider himself
an expert on the subject but then gave a very informative and interesting
evening’s presentation. The first half concerned the stamps of the Faroe
Islands and after the interval how the Faroese dealt with postal issues
during World War II.
The first postal service started in the 1860s when each of the villages
was responsible for passing on the mail to the other islands. The system
was known as “Skjuts” and involved boat transport between the Islands.
The first Post Office was opened in early 1870 in Torshavn. The postal
system was under the jurisdiction of the Danish Authorities up to 1975
before the Faroe Islands started having their own stamps.
During WW1 Denmark was a neutral country and this did lead to
complications for the transmission of mail between the Islands and the
rest of the world. In 1918 the postal rate was increased to 7 Ore but this
led to a shortage of stamps of the correct value and so permission was
given for existing 4 Ore stamps to be dissected into two and each part to
have a value of 2 Ore. When the supply of 4 Ore stamps dried up the
remaining 5 Ore stamps were overprinted with 2 Ore. This overprinting
was done individually using a block made from a chair leg. Hence they
were given the name of “Chairleg” stamps.
The Faroese Postal System continued under the administration of the
Danish Postal System until 1975 and it was during this period after
WWII that the most famous stamp engraver of all became involved in
designing their stamps.
Czeslaw Slania was born in 1921 in Poland who started as a youngster
by forging his Bus Pass and Season tickets. After college at the end of
WWII he was employed to engrave both stamps and banknotes for the
Polish Government and he is credited with engraving over 1000 stamps
for many countries, including 100 for the now independent Faroe Islands
Postal Authority. Brian’s display included a cover signed by Slania. He
died in 1921.
During WWII the postal system was still being administered by the
Danish but they again were a neutral country during the conflict.
However life became even more complicated when the British invaded
16
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Postmark Profiles – No. 24: Dave King...

Dave King has been an active member of the Society for over 50
years and is well known to members as a regular at meetings.
He had been a collector since his school days, was encouraged by a
minister at his church and with the help of small local stamp dealers he
was able to expand his collection.
Over the years Dave has disposed of much of his collection and now
concentrates on GB, Australia and Canada. He is a member of the
British Society of Australian Philately and the Canadian Society of
Great Britain and often attends their meetings. His other collection is
thematic and relates to anything to do with the police, world wide.
The late Les Cole, a family friend, introduced him to the
Southampton Society and as Les did not drive, Dave was able to
provide transport to various philatelic venues. Dave soon became an
active member of the Society which he has served in many ways. He
was a member of the committee for many years and for a while he and
Len Yandell were the programme secretaries arranging speakers and
events. When Les died Dave took over the task of providing GB First
Day Covers for people who had worked with Les at the Railway works
at Eastleigh. Dave eventually stood down to allow younger members to
take on this task. Lately he has been a member of one of the tea and
coffee teams responsible for providing refreshments at the evening
meetings.
Dave was born in Totton and has
lived and worked in the Southampton
area for most of his life. During the war
he attended local schools except for a
short while when he was evacuated to a
farm near Andover. Although he learnt
carpentry and brick laying at the Albert
Road Technical School, his ambition
was to follow his father, who worked
as a police constable based in
Southampton docks. Dave joined the
Southampton police when he left
school. He gained entry to the police
force as a cadet until he was called up
for two years National Service. He first served in the Royal Signals also
before transferring to the Royal Military Police. After initial training at
10

MEMBERS COMPETITON EVENING...
We ran our first Members Competition during the 2018 programme and
we were pleased with the results and will run this again in the 2019
programme on the 19th February. As a reminder, this event is far less
structured than the traditional competition evening and more of a fun
event / opportunity to display your material.
The ‘rules’ appear below – but to call them rules is probably something
of an exaggeration – the principle is to encourage more people to have
more fun in displaying material.
Entries can be 12 to 16 sheets.
Formal write-up encouraged including an introductory page. (The
introductory page simply outlines the story of the display – what is
being shown and why.)
Very brief spoken introduction as to the intended story of the entry
permitted.
A trophy to be awarded based on the votes of all the members present
on the evening.
Where welcomed, confidential feedback available from more
experienced members.
Please speak with me if you would like any further information or
guidance, you can also email me on k.chard@ntlworld.com
Kevin Chard Competition Secretary...

DAILY TELEGRAPH - 2018...
Stamp Quality…
Sir - Being a part-time stamp collector, I ordered some stamps and
first-day covers from the Post Office shop last weekend.
They arrived on Tuesday - delivered by UPS. What does that say about
the reliability of our postal service?
Gravesend, Kent.
Lorraine Simms...
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SOCIETY WORKSHOPS...
In 2018 we ran a workshop for members entitled ‘Creating a
Philatelic Exhibit’ (CPEW). The aim was to assist members new to the
competition element of the hobby, including those who had entered the
Members Competition, to get some advice and guidance ahead of the
main Competition event held each July. We had 13 attendees in all and
the event was a success, as well as great fun.
In 2019 we are happy to run two further workshops if there is enough
demand, namely:
•
•
•

A repeat of the CPEW workshop above for new attendees
A more advanced workshop, with informal input from
experienced judges, for those who attended the CPEW.
These will only run if we have sufficient demand, so please let me
know when you see me or by email to k.chard@ntlworld.com or
on 01489 574834.
Kevin Chard Competition Secretary...

USING THE INTERNET TO FIND OUT WHAT’S ON...
Thank you for all who came to HAMPEX 2018, both as helpers, stand
holders and visitors. While I’m sure that many of you use the
Hampshire Federation’s Events page to discover what fairs and stamp
shows (and auctions) are scheduled in our area, what to do if you find
yourself cast away elsewhere in Britain and lost for something to do? In
posting advanced notice of HAMPEX 2019 (28th September, by the
way) I came across a comprehensive website covering all sorts of Fairs
across the country: https://www.collectorsworlduk.com/ . This is an
offshoot of the little booklet Stamp Fairs Diary, and well worth a
browse, even in December between Christmas and New Year. Good
hunting and season’s greetings.
Julian H Jones ...
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Woking he was posted to BAOR (British Army of the Rhine) Head
Quarters in Germany to the Provost Marshall’s office and became a
corporal. It was here that he met his wife who was in the WRAFs
(Women’s Royal Air Force) working in another department of BAOR.
After leaving the services they were married in 1957 and eventually moved
to Langhorn Road, Swaythling, where Dave still lives. The house had
previously been the home of his grandmother and has been in the family for
100 years. They had three children, a daughter and two boys, two of whom
live locally and a son in Gloucestershire, all of whom he sees on a regular
basis. Unhappily his wife died in 2015.
Dave was a keen athlete in the 1950s taking part in sports at the
Southampton Athletic Association meetings in Southampton. He also
played football and cricket for the Southampton Police Force and still keeps
fit by walking as much as possible.
After National Service Dave joined the Southampton City Police force
which later amalgamated with the Hampshire Constabulary. During his 30
years with the force he served at Shirley, Bitterne and Portswood before
becoming a local beat officer working from home. In 1973 he was
promoted to patrol sergeant at North Walls, Winchester and then as Station
Sergeant until he retired in 1985. He later worked for the Eastleigh
Borough Council as a car park patrol officer at the Swan Centre. For many
years Dave served as Secretary and Vice Chairman of the Southampton
area of the National Association of Retired Police officers (NARPO) and
now serves on the Wessex Pensioners Convention representing the
Hampshire branches of the NARPO.
As a member of the Swathling Baptist Church for nearly 60 years, he
served as church secretary for 27 years and is still a very active member
serving on the committee and being in charge of the flower baskets at the
church.
Dave is well known to us for providing suitable souvenirs for the
Society’s annual lunches over the years. These have been held at various
venues around Hampshire and Dave has always been able to produce a post
card or other souvenir cancelled with the Southampton permanent postmark
on current postage stamps. The 2018 lunch at Dibden Golf Club on
14 October was suitably celebrated with a post card of the New Forest and
presented as a memento to each of the 30 guest who attended. The first
such souvenir he produced was in 1992 when John Warren was Chairman
and John Stockley President.
Congratulations and thanks, Dave, for over 50 years of service to our
Society.
John Berridge...
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SOCIETY ANNUAL LUNCH...

MEMBERSHIP NEWS - AUTUMN 2018...

Once again a number of members and their guests enjoyed a lunch ,
this time at The Edge (Dibden Golf Club) where they had an enjoyable
three course meal. They also had the opportunity to enjoy the views
across Southampton Water from the Hilltop location. Photographs of
the tables together with the view are shown.
Jim Rankin…

Very sadly, we lost Mr Ted Everist in May. Mr Collier from Romsey
has phoned me to resign, as he no longer finds suitable material in the
Packet to meet his collecting demands. Mr Bob Hackett has also resigned,
as he has moved away from the area. We welcome Messrs Malcolm
Phillips and Terry Anderson from Southampton, and Ian Traverse from
Verwood as new members.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON IN CHANDLERS FORD…
The summer meetings have once again been fairly well attended. The
September meeting was designated as a ‘Ladies’ afternoon and a separate
report on a very successful meeting has been written by John Berridge.
The October meeting included presentations by Geoffrey Eibl-Kaye
entitled ‘Compound Plate Printing’, followed in the second half of the
meeting by Roger Harris, giving his talk ‘The Postal History of the Test
Valley’ The November meeting followed the traditional pattern of members
informal displays.
Mike Vokes (Membership Secretary)...

PRESEDENTS EVENING 6th NOVEMBER 2018…
Clive Jones gave an outstanding 180
sheet display entitled Great Britain
Travelling Post Offices at the President's
evening.
Starting from the Act of 14th August
1838 "to provide for the Conveyance of
the Mails by Railways" Clive explained
how the rail network evolved to carry
mail to its extremities, working his way
around the major lines and tributaries of
the mainland regions. Members enjoyed
an interesting evening of history and the
subtleties of late fees.
Julian Jones (President)...
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